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Abstract
In this paper, we present CoLD (colorectal lesions detector) an innovative detection system to support colorectal
cancer diagnosis and detection of pre-cancerous polyps, by processing endoscopy images or video frame sequences
acquired during colonoscopy. It utilizes second-order statistical features that are calculated on the wavelet transformation of each image to discriminate amongst regions of normal or abnormal tissue. An artificial neural network
performs the classification of the features. CoLD integrates the feature extraction and classification algorithms under
a graphical user interface, which allows both novice and expert users to utilize effectively all system’s functions. It has
been developed in close cooperation with gastroenterology specialists and has been tested on various colonoscopy
videos. The detection accuracy of the proposed system has been estimated to be more than 95%. As it has been
resulted, it can be used as a supplementary diagnostic tool for colorectal lesions.
© 2002 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the last decades, several systems able to
support medical diagnosis have been proposed to
augment the natural capabilities of medical specialists in the diagnostic process. Many of these
systems utilize imaging techniques and artificial
intelligence algorithms to characterize and assess
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abnormal biological formations in the human
body [1–4]. A system that would assist physicians
to diagnose colorectal cancer or detect colorectal
cancer precursors would definitely increase the
efficiency of the typical screening methodologies.
The risk for colorectal cancer can be reduced
through regular screenings, since pre-cancerous
polyps can be detected and removed before the
cancer even starts. Colonoscopy is the screening
procedure, which includes direct visual examination of the colon by means of a fiberoptic endoscope. It is the most accurate screening technique
for detecting polyps, which also allows biopsy of
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lesions and resection of most of the polyps [5].
Endoscope’s output, i.e. the color images acquired
during the procedure, is usually recorded by standard video equipment for reevaluation and
archiving purposes. The physician searches for
changes in the cellular pattern (pit pattern) of the
colon lining, which might be the very earliest sign
of polyps. It has been proposed that pit patterns,
which appear as textural variations of the tissue,
can be used for the qualitative and quantitative
diagnosis of colorectal lesions [6,7]. These textural
alterations of the colonic mucosal surface signify
that this property could also be used for the
automatic detection of these lesions.
In this paper, we present CoLD (Colorectal
Lesions Detector) an innovative system to support
colorectal cancer diagnosis and detection of precancerous polyps, by processing endoscopy images or video frame sequences acquired during
colonoscopy. The innovation of CoLD lies on the
detection of colorectal lesions from colonoscopy
video-frames, using texture segmentation, in conjunction with neural network-based classification
techniques.
CoLD provides an integrated environment,
which incorporates texture segmentation techniques that are efficiently applied on colonoscopy
images [8–13], aiming to the discrimination between image regions that depict normal or abnormal tissue. The proposed methodology is
considered in two phases. The first, implements
the extraction of image features, where the texture
information of the image is represented by a set of
descriptive statistical features calculated on the
wavelet transformation of the image. In the second phase, an ANN (artificial neural network)
undertakes the classification of these features.
ANNs possess interesting function approximation capabilities since they approximate arbitrary
nonlinear mappings [14,15] without restrictions of
the input space dimensionality [16]. This characteristic makes them useful in biomedical applications, where, usually, a multitude of input features
are involved [17,18].
Detection of colorectal lesions is subject to
uncertainties due to inaccurate measurements and
lack of precise modeling of the lesion’s image
characteristics, especially for the small ones.

Therefore, the advent of ANNs in computer-aided
diagnosis is significant due to their generalization
capabilities.
In the next section of this paper we present the
computational methods and the design principles
that we have considered developing this system.
In the third section, we describe CoLD’s structure
from both the user’s and developer’s point of
view. In the fourth section we describe technical
details regarding the implementation and the performance of the proposed system and finally in
the last section a set of conclusions is
summarized.

2. Methods

2.1. Image features extraction
Texture is an innate property existing in any
image and especially in medical images since the
tissue itself carries a dominant textural appearance. Although there is no rigorous definition of
the texture itself, the significance of the information that it carries has been denoted in the literature for different machine vision applications
[19–26]. The classification of image regions within
colonoscopy video-frames can be treated as a
texture classification problem, by exploiting the
textural characteristics of the corresponding regions for the discrimination between the lesions
and the normal tissue. The texture of the tissue is
considered as a composition of pit patterns. A pit
pattern describes the structure of the tissue’s surface [6,7]. In the framework that we have developed for the recognition of lesions from the
video-frame sequences, the texture is investigated
in two stages. In the first stage, each frame is
transformed to its wavelet domain and in the next
stage the statistical features are estimated.

2.1.1. Texture on the wa6elet domain
The characterization of image textures depends
on the scale of analysis. The scale relates to the
size of the textural elements or neighborhood used
for textural analysis. Psycho-visual studies [27–
29] indicate that the human visual system processes images in a multi-scale manner. This
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approach motivates the use of multi-scale or
multi-resolution approaches for texture analysis.
Wavelet transform provides a formal approach to
multi-resolution representation [30].
In the proposed approach each image frame, is
transformed to its wavelet domain using the discrete case of the transformation DWT (Discrete
Wavelet Transform). Two functions mutually orthonormal are initially adopted: the scaling function  and the mother wavelet . Other wavelets
are then produced by translations of the scaling
function  and dilations by the mother wavelet ,
according to the equations:
j 0,k (t)= 2 j0/2(2 j0t −k)
j,k (t)= 2 j/2(2 jt− k),

j =j0, j0 +1,...k  Z
(1)

for some j0 Z, where Z is the set of integers.
Referring to the literature, the scaling function 
defines a kernel function and the mother wavelet
 results to an oscillation of the input signal [31].
Families of scaling functions can act as suitable
bases for L 2(R) or for alternative spaces. The
structure of a wavelet basis is deterministic in
location and frequency due to translation and
dilation, respectively. A function g  L 2(R) can be
represented in a wavelet series, using a given
basis, as
f(t) =%cj 0k (k)j 0k (t) + % % wjkjk (t)

maintenance of the textural structure in the different scales of the transformation [33,34]. One-level
wavelet decomposition of the images has been
performed resulting in four wavelet bands for
further processing (Fig. 1).

2.1.2. Textural feature 6ectors
Statistical measurements based on second-order
statistics can be used as textural features. These
statistical descriptors were estimated using the
cooccurrence matrices of each region in the image. Cooccurrence matrices [35,36], represent the
spatial distribution dependence of the gray levels
within an area. We have considered four angles,
namely 0°, 45°, 90°, 135° as well as a predefined
distance of one pixel in the formation of the
matrices. Among the 14 statistical measures, originally proposed [35,36], we have considered only
four. Namely, angular second moment, correlation, inverse difference moment and entropy.
These four measures provide high discrimination
accuracy [8–13,19,21], which can be only marginally increased by adding more measures in the
feature vector.
Energy  angular second moment
Ng Ng

f1 = % %p(i, j )2
i

j
Ng Ng

% % (i·j)p(i, j)− vxvy

(2)

j = j 0k  Z

k
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Correlation

f2 =

i = 1j = 1

|x|y

where cjk = g, j 0k  and wjk =g, jk , where
., . is the standard L2 inner product of two
functions:
g1,g2=

&

g1(t)g2(t)dt

(3)

R

DWT, which is defined by (Eq. (2)) can lead to
better texture modeling [25], so we can better
exploit the well-known local information extraction properties of the wavelet image decomposition [32]. The wavelet bases that are used by the
proposed system are those of Haar and
Daubechies. The first one is considered simple
compared to the other wavelet bases. The
Daubechies bases are considered for their orthonormal property, which is important for the

Fig. 1. (a) Original image, (b) One-level wavelet decomposition
of (a).
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Inverse difference moment
Ng Ng

f3 = % %
i

j

1
p(i, j )
1 +(i−j )
Ng Ng

Entropy

f4 = − % %p(i, j)log(p(i, j ))
i

j

where p(i,j ) is the ijth entry of the normalized
cooccurrence matrix, Ng is the number of gray
levels of the image, vx, vy, |x, and |y are the
means and standard deviations of the marginal
probability px (i ) obtained by summing the rows
or columns of matrix p(i,j ).

2.2. Artificial neural network architecture
The proposed system incorporates MLP (Multilayer Perceptron) neural networks [37] as a building block of the colon cancer diagnosis system
based on video-frames, due to the following facts
[37]:
 The capability of MLP neural networks to
learn difficult tasks and their quite satisfactory
generalization capabilities even in the case of
classification problems with multiple input features and classes.
 The capability of MLP neural networks to
generalize well, even with noisy data and missing information.
 The MLP neural networks are universal approximators whose generalization capabilities
are not affected, at least to the first-order, from
the curse of dimensionality.
 MLP training needs a finite only training set of
patterns, unlike other ANNs, which need a
much larger number of training patterns.
It is well known that MLP is an ANN architecture that can be efficiently trained in large-scale
problems by using a supervised procedure, the BP
(Back-Propagation) algorithm. This algorithm involves a nonlinear optimization methodology,
which attempts to minimize an objective function
formulated in the output layer of the MLP architecture. A common formula for this function is:
1
E(n) = % e 2j (n)
2j = C

where ej (n)= dj (n)− yj (n), the error signal, dj (n)
the desired response and yj (n) the function signal
appearing at the output of neuron j at iteration n.
The BP algorithm can be found as a stochastic
optimization procedure (on-line version) or as a
conventional optimization algorithm (off-line version) [37]. For large scale and difficult real world
problems the former method is widely adopted.
This on-line BP training procedure is integrated in
CoLD using the following formulation.
The weight update of any weight wji at every
pattern presentation is given by:
Dwji (n)= aDwji (n−1)+ plj (n)yi (n)
where h and n are the momentum and learning
rate, respectively, while lj is the local error of
neuron j and yi is the output function of neuron i.
The local error lj takes on the following forms:
lj (n)= ej (n)%j (uj (n))
for any neuron j in the output layer and
lj (n)= %j (uj (n))%lk (n)wkj (n)
k

for any neuron j in a hidden layer. In this last
form lk is the symbol for the local error of neuron
k belonging to the upper hidden layer and j
symbolizes the activation function of neuron j,
and uj (n) is the weighted sum of all synaptic
inputs plus bias, of neuron j at the nth iteration.

3. System description

3.1. Structure and functions
The proposed program consists of two major
sets of functions organized in two blocks, as
shown in Fig. 2, the Image Data Management
block (IDMb) and the Classification block (Cb).
The flowchart shown in Fig. 3 presents abstractly the interrelation between the processes of
each block. CoLD accepts as input, images that
were acquired by an endoscope during
colonoscopy. The endoscope’s output is recorded
using a standard video recording system (VCR),
digitized by a frame-grabbing device and finally
stored as a sequence of 8-bit non-interlaced
grayscale frames.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of CoLD.

3.1.1. Image data management block
The acquired frames are forwarded to the
(IDMb). This block incorporates functions for:
 Feature extraction, which implement the algorithms for the estimation of the statistical
measures on the wavelet domain of the images.
 Feature processing, which implement the arithmetic processing of the features and the management of the feature vectors, including
normalization, shuffling, sorting, counting, and
editing.
 I/O tasks, regarding the storage and retrieval
of features estimated over the input images.
3.1.2. Classification block
Cb realizes a set of functions that mainly aim to
the classification of input data, organized in vectors, for the detection of lesions in the

colonoscopy video-frames. The classification of
the input vectors is a two-stage procedure. It
includes the training stage where the MLP uses a
representative set of vectors to adjust its weights
and the evaluation stage, which leads to the characterization of regions in the input frames. Detailed reports on the evaluation results are issued
and can be displayed as output images depicting
the spatial distribution of regions that possibly
correspond to abnormal tissue. The functions incorporated in the Cb can be summarized into the
following four categories:
 MLP initialization and training functions that
are used for the configuration of the MLP
architecture, its initialization, and the modification of its parameters.
 E6aluation functions, which implement the forward pass of the input features through the
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MLP, and associate the output vectors with the
existent classes.
Post-processing functions, that can be applied
at the output of the MLP to enhance the
results of the evaluation.
Functions for I/O tasks that can be used for
storing and retrieving MLP configurations that

apply in different cases.
Intermediate classification results as occur during the training or the evaluation stage can be
logged in plain text file format, for reexamination.
Table 1, presents a complete list of functions
corresponding to each of the described blocks
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of CoLD.
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Table 1
CoLD’s table of functions
Image data management
block

Classification block

Feature extraction
MLP Initialization
Extract training features from Modify MLP architecture
images
Extract testing features from
Initialize MLP synapses
images
Arithmetic processing and
management
Normalize the features
Count the patterns of each
class
Sort the feature vectors by
class
Shuffle the feature vectors
Equalize the feature vectors
Remove feature vectors
Manual data editing
Clear the training data
Clear the testing data
Copy the training data as
testing data
Copy the testing data as
training data
Change class labels
I/O

Load training images
Load images for evaluation
Load training data from disk
Load testing data from disk
Save the training data to disk
Save the testing data to disk
Display sequence of loaded
images

Training
Modify training parameters
Train MLP with
Backpropagation

E6aluation
Evaluate image data
Post-processing
Remove noise after
evaluation
I/O
Log training and
evaluation results
Load MLP architecture
and weights
Save MLP architecture and
weights
Save MLP weights in text
file
Save MLP outputs in text
file
Visualize output image
sequence

3.2. The user interface
The development of a user interface should take
into account user requirements that can be determined by user needs and the tasks the system is
intended to support [38]. Compatibility between
the user’s understanding of the system and his
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skill or knowledge, can be achieved by a user
interface design which takes into account the
user’s level of skill or knowledge, the functionality
of user tasks, their important procedural characteristics and the type of information use [39].
CoLD’s user interface has been designed for
scientists working in the field of medicine, including those working in the field of medical imaging,
image analysis and recognition. This aspect introduces the need to incorporate a design strategy,
which will allow the accommodation of multiple
usage classes, from novice or first-time users, to
knowledgeable intermittent or even expert frequent users. Permitting a level-structured approach to learning [40], novices can be taught a
minimal subset of objects and actions with which
to get started and progressively expand their potential to more complex tasks. On the other hand,
users having strong knowledge of the supported
tasks and interface concepts can show rapid progress, work faster and soon learn how to take
advantage of most options provided by the
system.
The functions that are essential for the system’s
operation are provided either through menu options or icon-buttons. Novice users can directly
apply these functions simply through the iconbuttons, and knowledgeable intermittent or expert
users can select the additional functions, which
are mainly targeted to the arithmetic processing
and management of the features, through menu
options.
Moreover, on program termination the users
are prompted to save the current parameters in a
binary file. The latter saved parameters will be
automatically loaded when the application is
reinitiated, so the user will not have to readjust all
program parameters that suit to his/her endoscopy acquisition setup. A set of default
parameters, decided upon the experimental results
executed in cooperation with the medical experts,
is available to be restored at any time by the user.
Under this framework the provided environment
appears to be less confusing for novices without
delimiting the potentials provided to more experienced users.
The user interface is consisted of three panels:
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Fig. 4. CoLD’s primary panel. Training images are presented on the left and the testing images for evaluation are presented on the
right.


The primary panel that is the main window of
the application (Fig. 4), controls the arithmetic
processing functions of IDMb and handles the
management of the input images and features.
 The feature extraction panel (Fig. 5), controls
the application of the feature extraction algorithms on the input images, that are available in the IDMb.
 The MLP panel (Fig. 6), controls the training
and evaluation functions included in the Cb.
The program is supported by help options,
including extensive online documentation, as well
as tips and explanatory legends that pop up over
the graphical controls when the mouse pointer
passes above.

3.2.1. Primary panel
This panel has been developed aiming to the
display of the input frame sequences as well as to
the management of the corresponding features. It
is organized in two sections. The first section,

which is located on the left, has been assigned to
manage and display the training data set. The
second is located on the right and has been assigned to manage and display the testing data set,

Fig. 5. CoLD’s feature extraction panel.
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Fig. 6. CoLD’s MLP panel.

which is intended for evaluation. Initially only the
input images are visible. In case more frames are
present in the input, the user is capable of altering
the displayed frames in sequence.
The IDMb processing functions are available as
menu options and may be applied on both or on
each data set independently. Numeric indicators
providing information on the contents of each set,
including the total number of feature vectors,
vectors’ dimension, the image-file sources and the
class labels of vectors, are displayed on each
section of the primary panel.
3.2.2. Feature extraction panel
The image feature extraction process can be
controlled through this panel, which provides various options regarding the selection of the feature
set. The available parameters that can be set or
adjusted through this panel are much more than
the parameters a physician would actually use to
extract image features. These include, the type of
statistical measures to be used, the type of wavelet
transformation to be applied, the number of training vectors to be involved, the depth of the image
as well as the size of the window sample to be
used. This aspect of the program can prove to be
very useful for researchers working in the field of
medical image analysis. By changing the default
settings, which have been optimally decided after
extensive experimentation, they can actually experiment on various images and apply this program in many pattern recognition problems.
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3.2.3. MLP panel
This panel can be considered as the interface
between the user and the Cb through which the
resulted frames indicating the evaluation results
can be obtained. It provides various options to
setup the MLP architecture as well as options to
adjust the training parameters. These parameters
are related to the number of hidden layers, the
number of neurons in each layer and their activations, the learning rate, the momentum, the number of BP training iterations, the value of the
expected classification error threshold and the initial weights’ interval. The incorporation of these
parameters increases the flexibility and the adaptability of the system in different diagnostic environments. Different endoscopes usually produce
significantly different images, due to their different output properties. Differences can also be
noticed between different VCRs, and frame grabbers. The users are able to setup a fine-tuned
recognition system, which will meet their own
needs. The trained networks can be retrained
repeatedly. Once training is over, the MLP structure can be saved in binary format, and loaded on
user’s demand.
After the evaluation process, the output images
are displayed on a separate window, which facilitates the visual comparison between the input and
output images. In addition post-processing options are also available on the same panel.

3.3. Implementation of image features extraction
The extraction of textural features from
colonoscopy images or video-frames aims to the
construction of textural signatures of image regions. It is based on the estimation of the statistical texture measures on the wavelet domain of the
image. The regions are considered as square image windows of wxw size. Each of these regions is
transformed by the corresponding wavelet basis
for 1-level decomposition resulting to bands 2, 3
and 4. The cooccurrence matrix is calculated for
each band and the 16 statistical measures are
evaluated for each of the three bands. The total of
48 textural values constructs a feature vector for
the examined region.
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The feature extraction algorithm can be applied
for the extraction of training or testing feature
sets, which will be used for system’s training or
the evaluation of the corresponding images, respectively (Fig. 7). The training set, is calculated
on a limited set of regions that are randomly

chosen and encountered, while the testing set, is
calculated using overlapping windows, rasterscanning the whole image. The distance between
two neighboring windows is STEP pixels. Any
examined region is assigned to a class, corresponding to the normal or abnormal case, and

Fig. 7. Flowchart of the feature extraction algorithm.
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this information is added as the 49th component
of each vector. The class information is obtained by a reference image, which displays the
different image regions in different color.
Using the interface described in Fig. 5, the
user can adjust a number of parameters for experimentation as well as for a fine-tuning of the
system. Such parameters are: the components of
the feature vectors, the wavelet type, the angles
and the distance for which the cooccurrence matrix will be calculated, the number of training
feature vectors, the size of the scanning window,
the step of the scanning procedure and the number of gray levels, which also determines the
dimension of the cooccurrence matrix.

3.4. Training and e6aluation
Cb provides a configurable MLP architecture,
where the number of hidden layers and the
number of neurons in each hidden layer can be
defined by the user. Moreover, the type of activation function of each neuron and the type of
connectivity among layers as being full or partial are user defined. The MLP implementation
in CoLD is based on Intel’s RPL (Recognition
Primitives Library), which is optimized for Intel
Pentium processors. Four highly compact coded
routines are used in this implementation accomplishing fast training and testing results (for initialization of the MLP structure, training,
evaluation of inputs, and finally the deallocation
of the MLP structure) [41]. The number of inputs comprising the input layer is equal to the
number of features of each feature vector. The
input features are normalized within the range
of [0, 1]. For each feature vector xj presented in
the input layer, an output vector is generated in
the output layer. The number of output neurons
is equal to the number of classes defined in the
training data set. The kth of the M possible
classes to which the input vector can belong is
denoted by Ck. The network is trained with binary target values:

dkj =

!

1 when input belongs to class Ck
0 when input does not belong to class Ck
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Based on this notation, class Ck, is represented by the M-dimensional target vector
[0,…1…0]T, where 1 is located at the kth position.
The MLP can be trained and retrained repeatedly. During training, the training parameters can be changed. The MLP structure that
has given the best success rate can be saved in
binary format, and loaded on user’s demand.
Testing features corresponding to an image or
a sequence of images to be evaluated are presented in the input of a trained MLP. Each output vector is classified upon the index of its
maximum component. The maximum component is considered as 1 and the rest as 0, according to the representation of Ck.
The output images are constructed by overlapping windows corresponding to the windows
that were used for the extraction of the testing
feature set of feature vectors. Each of these windows is colored upon its class label. Windows
corresponding to image regions illustrating abnormal tissue are colored white and the rest are
colored black. These images are then laid over
the original images. White areas over the original image designate regions of the image corresponding to abnormal tissue. The output results
can be further optimized following a post-processing stage.
Fig. 8, illustrates input and output images, respectively, after training the system with the image designated with the arrow. Image
dimensions are 512×512 pixels. The features
have been calculated with a window size of
96×96 pixels, with values quantized at 64 gray
levels. For the 2D-DWT the Haar type of
wavelet have been used. The training set was
consisted of only 150 48-dimensional feature
vectors. The number of testing feature vectors
that have been extracted for each testing image
was 2809, for STEP= 8 pixels (96− 8= 88 pixels overlap between two neighboring windows).
Thus, the total number of testing feature vectors
is 8×2809= 22 472. It is worth noting that the
training set is approximately 0.7% of the testing
set. The classification of these vectors was performed by a 48-3-2 MLP. For each neuron, the
logistic activation function:
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Fig. 8. Original (upper row) and output (lower row) frames indicating the results of detection.

j (uj (n))=

1
,
1+ exp(−auj (n))

h \ 0 and −

B uj (n) B

was used, where uj (n) is the weighted sum of all
synaptic inputs plus bias, of neuron j at the nth
iteration and h is the momentum constant. The
learning rate, the momentum and the initial
weights interval that have been applied were set
p = 0.35, h =0.1 and 0.05, respectively. The MLP
was trained after 48 training epochs; i.e. complete
presentations of the entire training set to the
MLP.
The overall average classification error for all 8
frames of Fig. 8 is 4.02% with a standard deviation of 2.26%. Table 2, presents the confusion
matrix of CoLD’s average classification results for
these frames, comparing to the physician’s characterization. As it can be derived by this table, the
percentage of the image regions corresponding to
normal tissue that are characterized as abnormal
by the system, is relatively higher than the percentage of vectors corresponding to abnormal
tissue that are characterized as normal by the
system. This fact indicates that the probability of
false alarms is higher than the probability of
neglecting regions corresponding to suspicious lesions. Despite the classification rates, it is worth
noting that the system has spotted accurately the
location of the abnormal regions on each image,
regardless the classification percentage, which actually quantifies the matching between the resulted images and the reference images that have
been used to assess the system’s classification
performance.

3.5. Post-processing
Isolated misclassified vectors or groups of vectors may appear as spots or small oblong formations within the output image. A post-processing
stage following the classification process performed by the MLP, appears to be necessary in
most cases, to minimize this type of noise in the
output images.
Experimentation on noisy output images has
shown that the application of a majority voting
decision criterion produces significantly clearer
output. The output image overlay is constructed
by overlapping windows of intensity determined
by the class labels assigned by the MLP. This
property can be used to strengthen the characterization of these image regions.
Class labels of each window from the upper left
to the lower right corner of the image are sequentially put under evaluation. The class label of each
window is determined by the class label of its
neighbors Fig. 9. The new class label (i), is assigned to be equal to the class label of the majority of its neighbors nrk within a radius of N, i.e.
r0 N, k=1, 2,… 8r. The system uses default
Table 2
CoLD’s characterization results compared to physician’s characterization results
Physician

Normal
Abnormal

CoLD
Normal (%)

Abnormal (%)

93.99
2.79

6.00
97.21
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Fig. 9. CoLD’s output image before (left) and after (right) post-processing procedure (middle).

values of N =2, but can be also adjusted on user’s
demand, depending on window size and on the
STEP value.

4. Implementation, requirements and performance
CoLD’s system prototype was primarily developed in MATLAB command line interface.
Promising results of the applied methodology on
still images and in sequences of video-images [8–
13], led to the integration of this experimental
setup into a standalone application, which is now
able to process more images in less time.
The latest version of CoLD that is presented in
this paper, was developed in Borland C++
Builder 3, exploiting the graphical objects it provides for the development of the user interface.
Key computational tasks, were implemented using
the functions provided by Intel’s performance libraries [42], as described previously in this paper.
These libraries are dynamically linked to the main
program (as DLLs) and they provide functions
that are optimized for Intel Pentium processors.
The display performance, which is important for
the playback of the input or the output videoframes, were implemented using DirectX functions which exploit the capabilities of the display
hardware [43].
The minimum hardware requirements are
mainly imposed by the requirements of Intel’s
libraries. An Intel Pentium processor PC with
MMX support, 32MB RAM and 10MB of hard
disk space can be considered as the least hardware
specifications for CoLD’s application. The operat-

ing system required is a Windows 98/ME or Windows NT4/2000 with DirectX support.
CoLD has been tested on an Intel Pentium III
550 MHz processor PC, with 256MB RAM. The
video-frames that have been used for CoLD’s
performance evaluation are shown in Fig. 8.
Training and testing feature sets are considered
for a single frame. The parameters that have been
used for training and evaluation are described in
the preceding section. The time measurements
corresponding to the feature extraction processes
are presented in Table 3.
Training and evaluation times were measured
for the 48-X-2 MLP, where X{3, 5, 10, 15, 20,
25, 30, 35, 40} and for 100 training epochs. The
performance results in milliseconds versus the
number of hidden neurons X used are presented
in Fig. 10. As it can be observed the computational complexity for both training and evaluation
processes is linear in the number of hidden units
that are used, since the experimental study presents an MLP architecture with 1-hidden layer
[37]. All measurements do not include any I/O
operations.

Table 3
CoLD’s performance in feature extraction
Training/Testing set

One frame time measurements (s)

150 vectors
2809 vectors

1.94
34.65
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Fig. 10. CoLD’s performance for training and evaluation with a single video-frame.

5. Conclusion and prospects
This paper describes CoLD, a system that supports medical diagnosis of colorectal lesions using
images or video-frames acquired during
colonoscopy. The major contribution of CoLD in
the process of medical diagnosis, is that it can
provide additional information to physicians on
the characterization of the colonic mucosal surface, by exploiting its textural characteristics,
which are consequently used for the classification
of the corresponding image regions as normal or
abnormal. All the functions included can be easily
applied through the options provided by the system’s user interface. CoLD offers to novice users
the capability to use it directly with predefined
parameters but also offers to expert users options
to tune all the relative parameters of the algorithms applied, for research needs. Two weeks
examination data have been used for extensive
testing of CoLD on single images as well as on
colonoscopy video frame sequences. The average
success rate in the detection of lesions exceeds
95%, without retraining needed for the same types
of lesions used for training, even when tested on
different patients. Possible future extensions of
CoLD can be summarized as:
(1) Study for optimization and parallelization
of the time consuming functions, which will be
executed on a multiprocessing environment. Such
functions are mainly those that are related to the
extraction of the textural features, which can be
identically applied on different parts of the images

or even on different frames by the processors
concurrently. Such an implementation will add to
CoLD characteristics for a near to real time
application.
(2) Incorporation of different feature extraction
and classification algorithms that could provide
higher detection success rates.
(3) Integration of CoLD with standard endoscopy equipment that is widely used by the
specialists or even with similar equipment that
will be built in the future.

6. Availability of the software
A demonstration version of the presented software is available for downloading from our web
site http://rtsimage.di.uoa.gr/download.htm.
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